Ready for School
I can …

I can …

recognise my name

count from 1-10

write the first letter

count from 10-20

copy my name

place 1-5 in order

write my name

place 1-10 in order

draw a face

write 1-5

colour in carefully

write 6-10

name the colours I use

Count and point to
each object as I count it

I can …
wash my hands

I can …
sing a simple rhyme

dry my hands
sing simple songs
eat with a knife and
fork

clap along to music

pour myself a drink

tap out simple rhythms

taste different foods

move to music

wipe myself after going
to the toilet

Explore making
different sounds with
simple instruments
like shakers

wipe my nose

Ready for School
I can …

I can …

put on my socks

listen to a story

find my shoes

talk about how
characters in the story
might be feeling and
why

put on my shoes
do up my shoes
get undressed

predict what might
happen next in the
story

get dressed
talk about the pictures
put on my coat
do up my coat

answer questions
about the story

I can …

I can …

tidy up my toys

hear words that rhyme

help at home

say a word that rhymes
with another word

take turns to talk
say please when I want
something
ask to go to the toilet
say thank you when I
get something

hear the sound a word
starts with
recognise some letter
sounds
clap the syllables in my
name and other words

Ready for School
I can …

I can …

take turns in a game

play pretend games

share my toys

make up stories

listen to instructions

play role play games

follow instructions

use objects to support
their role play

follow simple rules
pretend to be different
people

I can …
make snips in a piece
of paper

I can …
finish a task

cut a piece of paper in
two

not give up when
things go wrong

cut along a line
solve simple problems
cut round a shape
think of new ideas
hold scissors correctly
be proud of what I
achieve

